Social distancing
to improve
workplace safety
& daily operation
Fujitsu People Interaction
Safety Services

START

The shockwaves of COVID-19 have been felt across the world. Both business and
society were unprepared for the crisis, and the pandemic has unearthed fundamental
vulnerabilities.
Peoples’ health, their daily lives, business activities and entire national economies have
been severely impacted.

Reimagine Your Business

We are not out of the crisis, and we don’t know how long it will take.
But as we recover, our thoughts turn to how the world will look and how we respond as
businesses.
The crisis has caused us to question many of the very assumptions that most of our
organizations have been built on; for instance, that people must be physically colocated, or that efficiency means centralization.
Businesses need to reimagine how they work. What is the new customer relationship?
What is the employee experience? And how does the organization function, from its
supply chain to its business model, to how it provides security and wellbeing?

Fujitsu helps you reimagine your business and make it a reality.

Reimagine workplace safety & daily
operation: “People Interaction Safety”
Fujitsu believed that people safety is top priority to sustain business to move forward.
Thus Fujitsu endeavors to provide People Interaction Safety solutions to assist all our
customers in support their business continuity plans. We also understand our customers’
key pain points relating to this Covid19 pandemic outbreak as follows::

Key Questions:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

How to keep workers/visitors social distancing?
How to control human density in premises?
How can we daily capture our workers health condition?
How can we management our visitor?
How to improve to contactless operations?
How to do contact tracking

New Normal Scenario - People Interaction Safety
■■ Provide health safety awareness to customer and also employer that the worker is maintain in
healthy condition
■■ Worker would daily report their health situation
■■ Every visitor has to register their name, contact and declare no infection contact history
■■ Every visitor has to do health screening before entering premise such as fever scan, wearing mask

■■ To prevent crowded in area and avoid close contact of people, there would be restricted density of
people in premise

■■ Each individual have to keep 1 meter distance in door and 1.5 meter distance outdoor

■■ On job worker should remain distance between each other. Worker that has close contact should
be traceable
■■ Premises and business owner should able to provide visitor list for traceability

Fujitsu People Interaction Safety Solutions

Automate Health Screening
To provide contactless and automated
screening of human body temperature. At
the same time detect proper face mask is
on before entering premises.

Virtual Door Assistant
To assist & manage visitor that entering
premises. To support social distancing
control and contact tracing of visitor &
employee in workplace.

End to end support

Congestion Management
in Building
Using AI technology to detect the number
of crowd inside building. Real time control
the density of people in the area to prevent
high volume of close contact people.

Solution Overview Structure
Centralized contact tracking
and the report management

■■ Contact tracking report
■■ Employee health report

Employee and visitor
health management

■■ Visitor management

Smart meeting experience
with social distancing

■■ Congestion management using camera AI
■■ Social distancing control
■■ Smart hot-desk

Smooth entering experience
with contactless operation

■■ Visitor registration kiosk
■■ Contactless gantry access
(Mask detection, Fever screening)

How we can help

Workforce
Enablement

These services assess your readiness, provide helpful guidance and
initiatives, and look at the long term impacts so your workforce can work
safely and your organization can thrive.

We help you see your customers’ challenges
in a new light. We do this with something we
call our Human Experience Design method.
It’s about finding the most innovative use of
technology to serve your customers at this time.
Our experts assess your workforce, taking
into account your work styles, infrastructure,
customer needs and culture. We’ll look at how
work gets done, who does it, where and if this
can be done remotely. This will assess your
readiness. We’ll provide our unique visual map
showing the activities needed to address any
gaps and a clear plan of action.

Rapid Assessment

Ideation

Rapid Solution
Implementation
We have a range of end to end solutions
and fulfill customer needs. These include up
skilling, which we can deploy in a matter of
days, to improve company’s daily operation and
workplace safety.

We provide you with a complete assessment
of your workforce and help you build a plan for
innovation upskill of daily operation. This will
help your workforce be more agile, creative and
have the right digital skills needed to support
your customers in these uncertain times. So
they can be their brilliant best.

It’s time to change – We are there for you!
Fujitsu is committed to offer more safety, creative, empowered workplace, in which people from all generations
can do what they need and want to do how and where they want to do it.
When working with you to transform your business, we wouldn’t just look at technology.
We’d look at every core element needed to achieve a successful digital transformation. Taking an outcome-based
approach enables us to deliver immediate value and, by providing unbiased and industry - specific guidance,
we can advise you on how to optimize your technology investments – whatever your business needs.
If you’d like to talk to us about how we can work together to transform your workforce in this "new normal world" ,
please contact to country sales representative anytime.
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